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COVID-19
(Coronavirus)
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in real-time – here is an update of
how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

• The Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry in Canada is expected to continue its recovery, with revenue
forecast to climb 1.7% in 2022 alone. For more detail, please see the Current Performance chapter.

• The industry's level of competition is forecast to rise as manufacturing activity slows and remaining players must
compete more heavily for the remaining work. For more detail, please see the Basis of Competition chapter.

• The industry is expected to become slightly more concentrated as demand declines. In this fragmented industry,
small operators may be forced to merge or be acquired by larger players to survive. For more detail, please see the
Market Share Concentration chapter.
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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive data and in-depth analysis help
businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching
and preparing for meetings, and more time focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you, your company and your clients. We
offer research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico, as well as industries that
are truly global in nature.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition The Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry in Canada primarily manufactures navigational, measuring and

control instruments. Its products include aeronautical instruments, radar systems, driftmeters, sonar systems and
equipment, flight recorders, bearing and situation instruments, wheel position indicators and transmitters primarily for
aircrafts and marine vessels.

Major Players Raytheon

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry are:

Manufacturing search and detection systems

Manufacturing sonar systems and equipment

Manufacturing situation and bearing instruments

Manufacturing navigational and guidance instruments

Manufacturing gyroscopes and gyrocompasses

Manufacturing distance measuring equipment

Manufacturing bank and turn indicators and components

Manufacturing other aeronautical navigational systems

The major products and services in this industry are:

Radar apparatus

Radio apparatus

Aeronautical navigation and guidance systems

Parts and accessories

Other
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Supply Chain

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

Other Plastic Product
Manufacturing in Canada

Glass Product Manufacturing in
Canada

Communications Equipment
Manufacturing in Canada

Medical Device Manufacturing in
Canada

Electrical Equipment
Manufacturing in Canada

Wiring Device Manufacturing in
Canada

Medical Instrument & Supply
Manufacturing in Canada

 

 

       

       

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Navigational Instrument
Manufacturing in the US

Fleet Telematics Systems Measurement and Other Scientific
Equipment Manufacturing in
Australia

Measuring, Testing & Navigational
Equipment Manufacturing in the UK
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$2.4bn
Revenue

Annual Growth

2017–2022

4.4%

Annual Growth

2022–2027

0.5%

Annual Growth

2017–2027

 

$202.7m
Profit

Annual Growth

2017–2022

0.0%

  Annual Growth

2017–2022

 

8.4%
Profit Margin

Annual Growth

2017–2022

-2.0pp

  Annual Growth

2017–2022

 

136
Businesses

Annual Growth

2017–2022

-1.3%

Annual Growth

2022–2027

-0.7%

Annual Growth

2017–2027

 

6,218
Employment

Annual Growth

2017–2022

6.5%

Annual Growth

2022–2027

1.1%

Annual Growth

2017–2027

 

$664.1m
Wages

Annual Growth

2017–2022

6.4%

Annual Growth

2022–2027

1.0%

Annual Growth

2017–2027

Key External Drivers % = 2017–22 Annual Growth

2.3%
Demand from professional,
scientific and technical services

2.9%
Total value of world trade

2.3%
Government consumption and
investment

2.1%
Research and development
expenditure

1.0%
Canadian effective exchange rate
index

 
Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

  Capital Intensity
Low   Concentration

Low

  Barriers to Entry
High / Steady

MIXED IMPACT

  Life Cycle
Mature   Industry Assistance

Medium / Steady

NEGATIVE IMPACT

  Revenue Volatility
High   Regulation & Policy

Heavy / Steady

  Technology Change
High   Industry Globalization

High / Steady

  Competition
High / Increasing

 

Key Trends

 Operators have experienced declining domestic demand,
which has tempered industry expansion

 Operations are often centralized along the US border to
service lucrative markets

 Industry manufacturers have exited or relocated abroad to
take advantage of more competitive labour costs

 Industry exports will likely increase as the Canadian dollar
depreciates

 Imports will continue to enter the domestic market and
hamper potential revenue gains

 Manufacturers will increase their focus on producing higher-
end instruments to maintain profit

 Increased internal competition and the pandemic have
resulted in declining industry profit
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Products & Services Segmentation

 
Major Players SWOT

STRENGTHS

  High & Steady Barriers to Entry

  Medium Imports

  High Profit vs. Sector Average

  Low Customer Class Concentration

  Low Product/Service Concentration

  Low Capital Requirements

   

WEAKNESSES

  High Competition

  High Volatility

  Low Revenue per Employee

   

OPPORTUNITIES

  High Revenue Growth (2017-2022)

  High Revenue Growth (2022-2027)

  High Performance Drivers

  Canadian effective exchange rate index

   

THREATS

  Low Revenue Growth (2005-2022)

  Low Outlier Growth

  Government consumption and investment
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Executive Summary Destination ahead: Industry exports will likely grow due to a depreciating
loonie

The Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry in Canada supplies a range of technical and analytical devices
to client industries, such as the defence, transportation and manufacturing industries. These devices help users
identify where they are on the globe or where other objects are in relation to them. Import penetration has continued
to pose a significant threat to the domestic industry over the five years to 2022, though import penetration has
decreased partially due to a depreciation of the Canadian dollar during most of the period.

The current period has been characterized by the value of the loonie, with exports' share of revenue returning to
historical levels after peaking just prior to the period. Additionally, favourable trade conditions amid a depreciating
Canadian dollar prior to 2021 have supported revenue growth over the past five years. Overall, the Canadian dollar
is expected to appreciate over the five years to 2022, but with most growth contained to 2021 in the wake of the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, which has limited its effect on the industry. Consequently, industry revenue is
anticipated to grow an annualized 4.4% to $2.4 billion over the five years to 2022, despite fluctuating exports during
the period. This includes a increase of 1.7% in 2022 alone, as economic recovery from the pandemic, which
severely eroded revenue in 2020, has started to slow and the economy has begun to normalize. The coronavirus
pandemic also resulted in decreasing industry profit over the past five years, though this is also due to increased
internal competition.

The industry is expected to grow, albeit more slowly than during the current period, over the five years to 2027 due
to an expected rebound in exports. Growing exports moving forward will likely be due to the continued depreciation
of the Canadian dollar, though this growth is forecast to be tempered as imports also continue recovering from the
coronavirus pandemic. Still, extant orders and backlogs among the largest players are expected to buoy revenue to
a degree. Due to these trends, industry revenue is expected to increase an annualized 0.5% to $2.5 billion over the
five years to 2027.
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Industry Performance

Key External
Drivers

Canadian effective exchange rate index

Due to the significant percentage of revenue that exports generate, the strength of the Canadian dollar relative to
major trading partners will influence export revenue. The Canadian effective exchange rate (CEER) index captures
the exchange rate movements of the loonie. An increase in the index signals an appreciating Canadian dollar, which
makes Canadian exports more expensive on the global market and dampens industry revenue. The CEER index is
expected to decline in 2022, but its volatility poses a potential threat to the industry.

 

Demand from professional, scientific and technical services

Industry manufacturers produce a range of measuring and analytical instruments that are used in a variety of
professional, scientific and technical services. Therefore, increased demand for professional, scientific and technical
services will typically increase demand for industry products, translating to revenue growth for this industry. Demand
from professional, scientific and technical services is expected to expand in 2022, representing a potential
opportunity for the industry.

 

Government consumption and investment

Navigational instruments are used in a variety of government-funded activities, such as scientific research and
military operations. Therefore, government expenditure and public investment typically moves in line with demand
for industry products. An increase in government activity will raise industry revenue, while declining government
consumption and investment will typically lower industry revenue. Additionally, the government funds many start-
ups, which contribute to industry expansion. Government consumption and investment is expected to grow in 2022,
though this growth is partially due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic.

 

Research and development expenditure

Industry growth is largely dependent on new product offerings that are demanded by a diverse bundle of
downstream markets. Research and development (R&D) expenditure is critical to the development of new
technology and products and will typically lead to revenue gains. Additionally, R&D can lower production costs and
enable manufacturers to achieve greater efficiency, thus improving the industry's profit margin. R&D expenditure is
expected to increase in 2022.

 

Total value of world trade

The total value of world trade represents the amount of goods that are imported and exported worldwide. The
industry produces navigational instruments that are used in shipping vessels and aircraft, two of the primary
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methods of international logistics and supply chain transportation. Therefore, as international trade increases,
revenue should increase in turn. The total value of world trade is expected to grow in 2022.

 

Current
Performance

The Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry in Canada is
anticipated to expand despite decreased exports over the five years to
2022.

Industry operators produce a range of technical equipment, including aeronautical navigation instruments, guidance
systems and analytical tools used in a range of applications, primarily in the naval and aerospace sectors. Due to
the industry's diverse product line, its performance is reliant on activity in a range of downstream markets, including
logistics and defence. As a result, exports have grown during much of the period, though the value of exports is
expected to plummet in 2020 amid the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic.

Nonetheless, intense import competition has stifled the potential for stronger growth during period. Lower cost
imports have threatened the industry's domestic performance, forcing operators to rely more heavily on export
markets. Manufacturers that operate from countries with lower labour and production costs have produced
competing products at lower price points, replacing industry operators across its diverse downstream clientele.
Industry operators have experienced declining demand from domestic customers, which has tempered industry
expansion. Due to these trends, industry revenue is projected to grow an annualized 4.4% to $2.4 billion over the
five years to 2022, including an increase of 1.7% in 2022 alone as economic recovery has started to slow, resulting
in a slower rate of growth compared with 2021.

HEAVY RELIANCE ON EXPORTS

International trade is essential to the industry.

Although operators serve a diverse set of domestic downstream markets, they generated a significant share of
revenue through exports prior to the period and during beginning of the reporting period. Still, this was a recent
phenomenon, as exports are forecast to represent 26.7% of revenue in 2022, which is more in line with historical
levels.

The industry export are dominated by the United States, which is expected to account for more 50.0% of exports in
2022, as the market in the United States is much larger than the Canadian market. Additionally, Canadian
manufacturers experience favourable trade regulation under the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement
(USMCA). Also, the US Department of Defense is one of the largest purchasers of industry products, making the
health of the us economy and government fiscal outlook a crucial barometer of industry performance. As a result,
industry operations are often centralized in border areas, including Ontario and Quebec, to service these lucrative
markets.
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However, the significance of its export segment forces the industry to be at the mercy of currency exchange rates,
which determine the relative price of industry products on the global market. Despite a depreciation in the Canadian
dollar during much of the period, exports have fallen, with previously strong expansion seemingly temporary.
Overall, the value of exports will likely fall an annualized 6.7% to $644.7 million over the five years to 2022.

IMPORT COMPETITION LOOMS

The industry endures strong competition from imports, although the
aforementioned currency patterns have limited its expansion.

While export activity is lifted when the loonie is weak, imports become much less attractive for domestic buyers. As a
result, imports are expected to decline an annualized 9.8% to $875.8 million over the five years to 2022. As a result,
domestic goods satisfy a much higher proportion of demand. Imports satisfied 58.7% of domestic demand in 2017
and have fallen consistently during the period, accounting for 33.1% in 2022. Indeed, the trade deficit in this industry
is evident and has consistently threatened industry expansion, leaving industry revenue in a relative standstill
historically over the past two decades. Thus, while falling imports during the period may represent a short reprieve,
the longstanding competition for the domestic market is still largely a foreign stronghold, forcing industry operators
abroad for growth opportunities.

The sustained viability of industry imports has been attributed to foreign manufacturers' lower labour and production
costs or favourable trade policies, as is the case for the United States, enabling these competitors to sell similar
products at a lower price point or more complex goods with little similar competition. Perpetually high labour costs
reduce the competitiveness of Canadian manufacturers because domestic producers often price their goods at a
higher price point to make up for higher wage and production costs. This encourages the entrance of lower cost
imports, which in turn, erodes the market position of industry operators.

INDUSTRY STRUCTURE

Price-sensitive customers across the industry's diverse downstream
clientele have opted for lower cost imports over the past five years for
generic and standardized products.

As a result, industry manufacturers have exited or relocated abroad to take advantage of more competitive labour
costs, in addition to attractive tax incentives. The number of industry enterprises is expected to decrease, falling an
annualized 1.3% to 136 companies over the five years to 2022 amid these domestic pressures.

Conversely, industry employment is anticipated to rise as operators pursue research and development initiatives to
remain competitive through the introduction of innovative products. While the industry endures several domestic
pressures, the need for highly skilled labourers has been crucial to the success of those operators that remain
profitable as they produce highly sophisticated instruments to maintain or acquire contracts. Accordingly, industry
employment is projected to climb an annualized 6.5% to 6,218 workers over the five years to 2022. Industry profit,
measured as earnings before interest and taxes, has fallen during much of the period after reaching a high of 10.4%
in 2017. The coronavirus pandemic is expected to eat into profit, which is forecast to account for 8.4% of industry
revenue in 2022.
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Historical Performance Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Government
spending on

defence
($b)

2013 1,575 574 161 155 3,729 558 1,447 400 2,463 17.2
2014 1,604 627 161 155 4,137 568 1,384 444 2,421 16.3
2015 1,625 654 157 151 3,821 868 1,714 422 2,471 16.4
2016 1,922 730 154 148 4,305 989 1,658 461 2,591 16.1
2017 1,946 733 151 145 4,528 912 1,470 487 2,504 18.9
2018 2,111 782 152 146 5,171 998 1,419 568 2,532 18.7
2019 2,390 951 152 146 6,043 920 1,443 648 2,913 19.8
2020 2,219 810 146 140 5,800 738 994 618 2,476 20.9
2021 2,373 910 142 136 6,089 633 865 651 2,606 19.6
2022 2,413 919 141 136 6,218 645 876 664 2,644 20.8
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Industry Outlook
Outlook Trade, particularly with the United States, is expected to continue to be a

major driver of performance for the Canadian Navigational Instrument
Manufacturing industry over the five years to 2027.

Industry exports will likely increase during the outlook period as the value of the Canadian dollar depreciates. This is
projected to support export growth while increasing domestic demand by discouraging import competition. In an
industry that is dominated by international trade, a sustained trade deficit, which has historically characterized the
industry, will inevitably be a negative harbinger of its future prospects. Despite these bearish trade forecasts,
ongoing projects and remaining backlogs are expected to offset declines in industry revenue by stabilizing operators'
revenue streams to a degree. Additionally, the economy will continue its recovery from the COVID-19 (coronavirus)
pandemic moving forward, increasing domestic opportunities for revenue. As a result of these trends, industry
revenue is expected to grow an annualized 0.5% to $2.5 billion over the five years to 2027, while the high level of
internal competition is expected to hamstring profit during the outlook period.

NAVIGATING TRADE

The industry's heavy reliance on exports is not expected to change, so an
encouraging trade forecast will support potential growth during the
period.

The Canadian effective exchange rate index is anticipated to shrink an annualized 0.7% over the five years to 2027,
signalling that the Canadian dollar will depreciate. As the Canadian dollar depreciates, Canadian-manufactured
navigational instruments become less expensive, increasing their competitiveness on the international market. As a
result, exports are anticipated to grow an annualized 0.7% to $668.0 million over the five years to 2027, continuing
the recovery from the pandemic that began during the current period.

Meanwhile, the expected import competition that has been endemic to the industry will be kept at bay by the
depreciating Canadian dollar. Although solid demand from downstream industries will sustain industry revenue over
the next five years to a degree, imports will continue to enter the domestic market and hamper potential revenue
gains. However, this entrance will be limited by the forecast value of the loonie. Due to the Canadian dollar
depreciating, the relative cost of imports is expected to increase, leading to imports satisfying a lesser percentage of
domestic demand. Industry imports are forecast to climb an annualized 0.1% to $880.3 million over the five years to
2027, satisfying 32.8% of domestic demand in 2027 and illustrating the market power of foreign instrument
manufacturers.

Manufacturers based abroad, including operators based in the United States and East Asia, will continue to take
advantage of lower labour costs and economies of scale to produce competing products at the expense of industry
operators. Standardized and generic product imports from low wage countries such as China and Mexico are
expected to remain strong due to the countries' low wages and less stringent regulatory landscape. Additionally,
more sophisticated product imports from the United States are expected to continue to rise strongly as has been the
case historically. Trade conditions are not expected to radically change over the next five years as a result of the
United States- Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA), which was put into force in 2020, as it maintains many of the
core components of the North American Free Trade Agreement, which it was signed to replace.

INDUSTRY STRUCTURE
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Despite the encouraging trade and economic forecast, consolidation
trends will likely continue, albeit at a slower rate than over the five years
to 2022.

As a result, the number of industry establishments is expected to shrink an annualized 0.6% to 137 locations over
the five years to 2027. Wages are also expected to increase, rising an annualized 1.0% to $697.8 million during the
same period. Industry employment will grow at a similar rate to wages, which are both forecast to rise at a faster rate
than revenue over the next five years.

Even with high import competition, manufacturers that produce higher-end instruments or have long-term
government contracts will likely be insulated somewhat from the threat of imports and slow revenue growth. These
industry operators will continue producing specialty instruments for niche markets, particularly defence, while
continuing to invest heavily in research and development to remain competitive. Manufacturers that remain in the
industry will increase their focus on producing higher-end instruments to maintain profit and boost export
opportunities to combat a weak domestic market.

Performance Outlook Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Government
spending on
defence  ($b)

2022 2,413 919 141 136 6,218 645 876 664 2,644 20.8
2023 2,426 930 141 135 6,323 650 876 674 2,652 21.8
2024 2,438 937 140 134 6,409 655 877 682 2,661 22.7
2025 2,453 945 139 133 6,495 660 880 690 2,672 23.6
2026 2,464 952 138 132 6,551 664 880 695 2,680 24.1
2027 2,474 955 137 131 6,573 668 880 698 2,686 24.5
2028 2,484 959 137 131 6,608 672 881 701 2,692 25.1
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Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is    Mature

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

The industry is characterized by slow growth rates

Products are clearly segmented for fixed markets

The industry is dependent on macroeconomic expansion for growth

The Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry in Canada is in the mature stage of its life cycle, characterized
by slow growth rates, dependence on macroeconomic expansion for growth, relatively fixed markets and high
barriers to entry that limit industry participation. Industry value added (IVA), which is a measure of an industry's
contribution to the overall economy, is expected to increase an annualized 2.7% over the 10 years to 2027.
Comparatively, Canadian GDP is forecast to increase an annualized 1.7% during the same period. IVA growth that
is steeper than GDP growth is a chief indicator of an industry in growth. However, there are more significant
indicators of maturity in the industry's structure.

First, the industry is tethered to the performance of the overall economy, with few opportunities for profound growth.
Industry performance typically ebbs and flows with the broader economy and government expenditure, both
domestically and in the United States, its primary market. Growing industries generally have many opportunities to
expand quickly, catapulting existing players into a new market quickly while encouraging industry participation. This
industry has no new opportunities, despite an increasing reliance on export activity as domestic demand wanes.
Industry revenue has remained between $1.4 billion and $2.0 billion over much of the past two decades,
demonstrating this stagnation in growth prospects and situating the industry in maturity.

Although the industry invests in research and development to create new products, these products fall into clearly
segmented categories with fixed applications, which is a further indication of industry maturity. Product categories
for the industry include search, detection, navigation, guidance, aeronautical and nautical instruments. These
products have largely remained unchanged. While there has been some innovation to make them more precise or
accurate, the fundamental structure of these systems has remained intact. Overall, slow growth, dependence on
macroeconomic expansion, static product offerings and fixed markets are salient indicators of an industry in
maturity.
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Products & Markets
Supply Chain Key Buying Industries

1st Tier

Aircraft, Engine & Parts Manufacturing in Canada

Laboratory Supply Wholesaling in Canada

Electronic Part & Equipment Wholesaling in Canada

2nd Tier

Jewellery & Watch Wholesaling in Canada

Diagnostic & Medical Laboratories in Canada

Key Selling Industries
1st Tier

Industrial Machinery & Equipment Wholesaling in
Canada

Plastic Pipe & Parts Manufacturing in Canada

Glass Product Manufacturing in Canada

2nd Tier

Electrical Equipment Manufacturing in Canada

Products & Services

  The Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry in Canada
manufactures a range of instruments for an equally diverse set of
downstream client industries.

Products range in technical sophistication, from simple magnetic compasses to distance measuring equipment and
navigation sensors. While the industry manufactures a range of products, the most convenient way to understand
the myriad products that operators create is to delineate these products based on their primary operating
mechanisms. As this industry has various products used in differing industries, its product mix has not changed
dramatically due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic.

RADAR APPARATUS

Radar and sonar products are expected to generate 30.1% of industry
revenue in 2022 and include ground equipment such as air traffic control
systems; marine equipment such as sonobuoys, fishfinders and
fathometers; and aerospace instrumentation devices including wildlife
detection sensors and radar detectors.

These products have myriad applications from weekend fishermen to the military. Warships, private boats and
fishing and shipping vessels all require accurate and precise navigational and guidance instruments, many of which
are radar systems. This segment has decreased as a share of revenue over the five years to 2022 as radio systems
have become more popular.

RADIO APPARATUS

Radio products are anticipated to account for 33.4% of industry revenue
in 2022.

Similar to radar and sonar products, radio has many uses in both marine and aerospace applications. However,
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while radar typically informs the user of other objects near them, including the ground, fish or other planes, radio
products inform on where they are on Earth. Very high frequency omni-directional range (VOR) stations transmit two
signals; one to identify the station and one to tell the user how where it is in relation to the station. Additionally,
satellite navigation, including consumer GPS systems, use radio signals to determine location on Earth. This
segment has increased as a share of revenue over the five years to 2022 as these consumer systems have grown
more popular and satellite navigation has become more accepted.

AERONAUTICAL NAVIGATION AND GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

Aerospace products are primarily used in commercial and defence aircraft
and are often modified to fit governmental specifications or varying
national standards.

Moreover, while many of the underlying components of navigational instruments are similar, they vary based on the
size of the aircraft or if there are weapons systems present. In essence, industry products ensure the flight trajectory
of aircraft and their weapons systems for defence purposes. Demand for aerospace products has historically been
strong due to the US Department of Defense's expansive budget and the industry's reliance on export markets and
has increased slightly over the past five years. While the Canadian Department of National Defence makes up some
of these sales, their counterpart to the south spends much more on its defence provisions. Consequently, as exports
have fallen, so has this segment's share of revenue during the period. Aeronautical navigation and guidance
systems are expected to generate 22.0% of industry revenue in 2022.

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

Many industry operators do not fabricate completed products.

Instead, some focus on components for final assembly, serving as an integral link in an increasingly global
aeronautical supply chain. Other players satisfy demand from downstream repair and maintenance service providers
in the Aircraft Maintenance, Repair and Overhaul industry in Canada (IBISWorld report 48819CA). Strong demand
from rising global air traffic and the constant maintenance necessary for aeronautical vehicle upkeep sustains
revenue for parts and accessories, which make up an estimated 5.7% of industry revenue in 2022. Since parts and
accessories are much less expensive compared with final products, these components comprise a smaller share of
revenue compared with total industry output by volume.

OTHER

Other goods include instrumentation that does not require radar or radio
signals, and account for 8.8% of revenue in 2022.

These products include position indicators for small vehicles such as drones, a litany of magnetic compasses,
gyroscopes and bank and turn indicators, among others. Due to the various products that constitute this
miscellaneous segment, demand is largely stable, spread out over several products in different applications.

Demand
Determinants

In the Canadian Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry, a variety
of factors influence demand for measuring, testing and navigational
instruments.

First, the level of government spending in the United States and Canada are important barometers for industry
demand; for example, environmental research on marine life or the atmosphere requires navigational and measuring
instruments, which the industry supplies. However, most of this research is either directly or indirectly funded by
national, state or provincial governments. Furthermore, defence spending is a crucial influencer of demand, since
most of the export market targets the sizable coffers of the US Department of Defense. Therefore, government
expenditures are the single most significant influencer of industry demand from both domestic and foreign sources.

The Canadian dollar effective exchange rate, which measures the strength of the dollar compared with major trading
partners, also heavily influences industry performance, as import and export activity is high. An appreciating
Canadian dollar will dampen export revenue by making industry products more expensive on the global market. A
strong currency also strengthens the purchasing power of Canadian businesses and consumers and thus,
encourages imports. In contrast, a depreciation of the loonie will have the opposite effect, lifting exports while
diminishing import competition. Additionally, changes in domestic and international regulations, such as an increase
in compliance and enforcement activities, can delay or prevent the approval of new products, which will affect both
exports and imports of goods alike.

The age of capital equipment also determines demand for products. The age of aircraft and naval ships can
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determine whether their components need replacing or maintenance. As equipment gets older, downstream
customers are more likely to replace it, spurring industry demand. Even if a client decides to forego a replacement,
retrofitting and overhaul services typically require industry products as inputs for upgraded aerospace systems; refer
to IBISWorld report 48819CA for more information.

Furthermore, technological changes drive demand for products as well. Demand increases with the development of
new products, which can replace the functions of earlier equipment more efficiently or expand the existing
applications of industry products. The ability to patent new product innovations and other intellectual property rights
encourages new product development and demand for products with increased efficacy or new uses. Without
sufficient protection for intellectual property, manufacturers do not have adequate incentives to invest resources for
expansive research and development initiatives required to create new products. Since demand is driven by new
product introductions, intellectual property protection is an important factor that supports demand for measuring,
testing and navigational instruments.

Demand for industry products is expected to fall as a result of the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. The pandemic
has greatly increased economic uncertainty, which has slowed activity in the manufacturing sector and the global
trade market. As most industry products are used as components in downstream manufacturing industries, both
domestically and abroad, this has reduced demand sharply for industry products.

Major Markets

  The Canadian Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry's export
segment is the largest downstream market due to heavy trade with the
United States.

  The industry also serves the domestic manufacturing sector, the defence sector, transportation industries, defence
and marine markets. These are also the primary foreign markets that industry operators serve.

EXPORTS

The industry's export market is its largest, generating an estimated 26.7%
of revenue in 2022, down from 46.9% in 2017.

The industry's diverse products are demanded by downstream industries throughout the world, particularly in the
United States, in shipbuilding, aircraft manufacturing and electronic product manufacturing among others. Exports
as a share of revenue have fallen over the five years to 2022, partially due to complex trade conditions brought on
by the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. Other primary export markets and a discussion on trade can be found in
the international trade section of this report.

DEFENCE AND COMMERCIAL AEROSPACE

The aerospace segment, including defence and commercial aerospace
manufacturers, represent 18.9% and 18.7% of industry revenue,
respectively, in 2022.

The major players in this industry primarily focus on these markets because they have historically been the most
stable and lucrative clients. Government contracts, particularly within the United States and Canada, are the most
lucrative product contracts and can often situate companies as dominant forces in the industry. Moreover, the United
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States' enormous defence budget is the primary target of most industry operators, which explains the industry's
reliance on the export market. Additionally, the domestic aerospace industry provides stable demand from domestic
companies, such as Bombardier Inc., and multinational businesses with domestic operations, such as the Boeing
Company and Airbus SE. Products sold in this market segment include navigation systems, rate-of-climb indicators,
heads-up-displays (HUDs), flight sensors and displays, radar, angle-of-attack instrumentation and situational
awareness displays. This market has increased over the five years to 2022 as defence spending has grown.

MARINE SECTOR

The marine segment accounts for an estimated 22.8% of industry revenue
in 2022.

Products primarily geared toward the marine market include sonar systems, fishfinders, gyrocompasses and
gyroscopes, sextants, navigational and guidance instruments, radar detectors, underwater navigational systems and
naval warfare transmitters and displays. While the marine market comprises a large share of overall revenue, there
is insufficient data to break it down further into commercial and governmental uses. However, IBISWorld estimates
that slightly more than half of these products are dedicated to commercial uses due to a thriving domestic maritime
economy. This segment has grown as a share of revenue over the past five years as the domestic market for
industry products increased in tandem.

COMPUTER AND ELECTRONIC PRODUCT MANUFACTURING

Computer and electronic product manufacturers are projected to make up
10.2% of industry revenue in 2022.

Products in this market include levellers, position indicators and omnibearing instrumentation, among others.
Overall, these manufacturers make many of the finished products that will eventually be used to produce ships,
aircraft and spacecraft. While industry operators sometimes follow this process to completion, many manufacturers
make components for these navigational and instrumentation systems, relying on other manufacturers to complete
assembly. These components are often priced lower than final products, leading to this segment's relatively small
share of industry revenue despite its dominance in terms of volume output. This segment has expanded over the
past five years due to the growth in demand for domestic products.

OTHER

The other market segment of the industry primarily includes sporting
goods and consumer products.

The market here is primarily sports enthusiasts who rely on navigational equipment for hiking, drone technology,
remote control vehicles and camping. Products include compasses, gyroscopes, levellers and displays. Typically,
demand for these components is stable, as is the case during the current period. As hobbies, these products
generally benefit from relatively inelastic demand, although changes in disposable income and leisure time can
threaten this stability.
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International Trade Exports in this industry are    High and Decreasing

Imports in this industry are    Medium and Decreasing

In the Canadian Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry, trade is an essential factor for industry
manufacturers and the industry experiences high levels of both export activity and import penetration. Therefore,
exchange rate movements of the Canadian dollar greatly influence industry revenue and manufacturers are at the
mercy of fluctuations in the relative prices of Canadian products. The Canadian dollar is expected to appreciate an
annualized 1.0% over the five years to 2022, as measured by the Canadian effective exchange rate (CEER) index,
which has shaped international trade trends during the period. Crucially, the CEER index climbed 7.9% in 2021
alone, which precipitated a sharp decrease in exports that same year. Additionally, the CEER index only increased
in 2021 during the entire current period, offsetting a more favourable trade environment prior to the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic.

Exports

Export levels are high for manufacturers of navigational and analytical instrument products. Exports are expected to
account for 26.7% of industry revenue in 2022, demonstrating the importance of the international market. Despite
the depreciation of the Canadian dollar during most of the period, exports have fallen as a share of revenue over the
five years to 2022 as larger nations continue to agree to contracts with domestic companies. Exports reached a
nominal high in 2018 and fell during the remainder of the period, including a decline of 19.8% and 14.3% in 2020
and 2021, respectively, amid the pandemic. Overall, exports are forecast to fall an annualized 6.7% to $644.7 million
over the five years to 2022. This trend is expected to reverse slightly over the five years to 2027 due to a
depreciating Canadian dollar, with exports climbing an annualized 0.7% to $668.0 million over the next five years.

The United States is the top export destination for the industry, accounting for 66.8% of industry exports in 2022.
Canadian manufacturers experienced favourable agreements with their southern neighbour under the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), which are anticipated to continue under its successor, the United States-
Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA). Additionally, downstream US industries offer a larger market than their
Canadian equivalents, particularly the sizable US Department of Defense. In 2022, Germany follows as the
industry's second-most significant export destination, accounting for 4.4% of industry exports, while Italy accounts
for 3.3% of exports, while France accounts for 2.8%.

Imports

Domestically produced goods have increasingly supplanted imports, partially as a result of the depreciation of the
loonie during most of the period. Foreign-based manufacturers have employed and taken advantage of lower labour
and production costs, permitting them to sell competing products at lower price points, which enables them to
control a large portion of the market. Still, the overarching trend of depreciation has stymied more profound import
penetration, as imports are expected to satisfy 33.1% of domestic demand in 2022, down from 58.7% in 2017. The
value of imports has decreased during the current period, exacerbated by the coronavirus pandemic, falling an
annualized 9.8% to $875.8 million over the five years to 2022. Continued depreciation of the Canadian dollar is
forecast to hold off a strong rebound in imports, with the value of imports expected to climb an annualized 0.1% to
$880.3 million over the five years to 2027.

Similar to exports, the United States is the top importing country, accounting for 56.3% of industry imports in 2022.
Taiwan accounts for for 12.9% of imports in 2022, followed by Mexico (5.2%) and Germany (4.2%).
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Business
Locations

  In the Canadian Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry, navigational and analytical instrument manufacturers are mainly
concentrated near downstream operators in the construction, defence and manufacturing sectors. The proximity to
complementary or downstream industries and suppliers, plus the availability of skilled labour, also affects the geographic spread
of industry establishments. Thus, Ontario and Quebec, the country's largest provinces in terms of population size and industrial
activity, house the largest share of industry establishments together. Ontario is expected to account for 39.4% of industry
establishments while Quebec is home to 23.2% of business locations in 2022. These two provinces combined claim more than
60.0% of the Canadian population, encouraging downstream industries in the defence, manufacturing and construction sectors to
base their operations near a sustainable labour force. Alberta and British Columbia also claim a sizeable share of industry
operations due to their proximity to manufacturers in the United States. In 2022, Alberta accounts for an estimated 16.2% of
industry establishments and British Columbia accounts for 12.0% of locations. Ultimately, more than 90.0% of establishments are
located within these four provinces.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is    Low

The Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry in Canada exhibits a low level of market share concentration.
The four largest operators are projected to represent 15.7% of industry revenue in 2022. Despite some
concentration among the largest players, the industry is highly diverse and manufactures a range of analytical and
measuring devices for various downstream client industries, which makes it highly competitive. Some industry
operators focus on manufacturing instruments used in defence, such as navigational sensors and aeronautical
instruments. Others specialize in naval equipment or sporting goods, which is a much smaller segment of industry
operations due to their lower price points. The industry is therefore more fragmented in some segments than others.
The aerospace segment, which the top companies participate in, is the most highly concentrated. Still, the industry
is characterized by various small companies. According to Statistics Canada, more than 40.0% of all industry
establishments are considered nonemployers, limiting the size and scope of industry operations. Of the employing
establishments, 31.8% employ one to four employees. Collectively, 91.5% of establishments have fewer than 100
employees while only 1.4% have more than 500, illustrating the fragmented nature of the bulk of the industry.
Ultimately, while some major players dominate the industry, most of the businesses that participate are small,
catering to niche and regional markets, or are contract manufacturers for larger multinational companies that
primarily operate in the United States. Essentially, the world's largest market for industry goods is in the United
States, particularly in the defence sector. Contracts with the US government are extremely lucrative, but are typically
limited to domestic companies. Thus, the largest global operators have substantial operations in the United States,
rather than Canada. Domestic operations are primarily supplementary, as is the case for the Thales Group, which
has manufacturing operations in Europe and the United States, but only has research and development capabilities
in Canada, making its operations not relevant to this industry. Raytheon Technologies Corporation, a major player in
the global navigational instrumentation industry, has more than 95.0% of its production capacity in the United States
and the bulk of its remaining capacity is centralized in Europe, resulting in the company's small market share. Thus,
this industry is largely supplements its US counterpart, contributing to its fragmentation relative to its counterparts
globally and in the United States; for more information refer to IBISWorld report 33451a. As a result of the many
small companies operating in the industry, market share concentration may increase due to the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic. The smaller market for industry products will likely affect nonemployers and other operators
with small employee counts more profoundly, which may force these players to merge or be acquired by a larger
company to survive.
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Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this industry are:

Business expertise:
Industry operators should have skilled management and technical specialties.

Access to the latest technology:
It is beneficial for companies to have access to technological developments through research and the development
of strategic alliances.

Establishment of export market:
A focus on export markets increases capacity utilization and reduces reliance on the domestic market.

Economies of scale:
It is important for industry players to be able to achieve a lower per unit cost.

Access to highly skilled workforce:
Skilled staff members are needed to develop products and operate advanced machinery.

Ability to provide testing or thermometers for on-site employees:
Manufacturing cannot be done remotely and as a result, operators that can keep employees safe and continue
production have an advantage.

Cost Structure
Benchmarks

  Profit

Profit varies from producer to producer. The average industry profit
margin, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to
account for 8.4% of revenue in 2022, down from 10.4% in 2017.
Overall, profit is generally higher for companies that manufacture
precision tools rather than lower-quality products and those companies
that can benefit from economies of scale. Since labour costs in Canada
are relatively high, most foreign demand comprises goods that cannot
be obtained elsewhere, chiefly highly complex systems. However,
intense competition, both from inside and outside the domestic industry,
has resulted in profit falling from its highs prior to the period.
Additionally, the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic hurt profit in 2020
due to an extremely weak demand environment.
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  Wages

Wages are expected to account for 27.5% of industry revenue in 2022,
up from 25.0% in 2017. Labour is used to operate various pieces of
machinery and equipment and to manufacture industry products.
Companies have hired more educated personnel, which has
contributed to a high average salary. While many processes have been
automated, most operators continue to require skilled labour to
manufacture specialty products and to undertake research and
development initiatives. Additionally, higher competition has resulted in
a smaller profit margin, driving up wages as a share of revenue.

 

  Purchases

Akin to the manufacturing sector in aggregate, purchases are the
largest expense for the industry. IBISWorld estimates that purchases
account for 37.8% of industry revenue in 2022. Purchased materials
include fabricated metal products, printed circuit boards,
semiconductors, electronic circuitry products, fabricated plastic
products, current-carrying wiring devices, electronic computing
equipment and many other materials, components and supplies.
Purchases have decreased slightly over the five years to 2022 as
technological components have decreased in price.

 

  Marketing

Marketing costs account for an estimated 3.2% of industry revenue in
2022. Since most operators sell to businesses rather than consumers,
marketing expenses are low.
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  Depreciation

As operators have sought to decrease their labour costs, companies
have invested in more technology and machinery, leading to an
increase in capital expenses. However, this is offset by growing wage
outlays, as the industry requires highly skilled employees, resulting in a
slight decrease in depreciation costs over the past five years.
Depreciation is expected to consume 2.1% of industry revenue in 2022.

 

  Rent

Rent expenses are expected to account for 1.9% of revenue in 2022.

 

  Utilities

Utilities are expected to account for 0.5% of revenue in 2022.

 

  Other Costs

Other industry-relevant expenditures include freight, insurance
expenditures and costs associated with environmental law compliance.
In recent years, environmental compliance costs have risen due to
increased regulatory scrutiny from both United States and domestic
governmental bodies. All other costs comprise 18.5% of industry
revenue in 2022.
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Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is    High and the trend is Increasing

  The Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry in Canada exhibits a
high level of competition.

Varying degrees of competitiveness are secured through brand strength and recognition, price, the attainment of
niche and target markets, advances in technology, subcontracting capabilities to reduce costs and boost efficiency,
the ability to innovate and provide value added services. Brand strength and a range of product lines are points of
competition between companies that produce competing products. Existing and established companies that offer a
range of recognized quality products gain greater market presence and product acceptance. While a wide range of
products for particular markets is advantageous, a specialized or niche array of products is also a beneficial quality
for downstream manufacturers that purchase navigational instruments. Moreover, price is increasingly becoming a
strong point of competition, particularly as many industry products are intermediate inputs for downstream industries
and lower-cost imports threaten industry manufacturers. Plus, in key downstream markets, most contracts are low
volume but high-priced products, making price an important bargaining point.

In addition, companies also compete on new product development, hoping to be first in the market which enables
them to benefit from patents and intellectual property protection. This is particularly useful in defence applications.
Defence organizations worldwide require specialized and highly complex sonar and radar systems. Moreover, these
complex systems need to be at the forefront of technological advances to secure a competitive edge in warfare.
Thus, industry operators that can produce radar, sonar or other navigation instrumentation with capabilities that are
unparalleled by other businesses and defence forces are at an advantage and can thus secure lucrative contracts
with large defence organizations. For example, if a company can produce sonar or radar systems that can track a
stealth ship, many of which are produced to deter detection, it can be a crucial facilitator of sales in defence markets
which need to curtail threats from stealth vehicles.

A company can also gain a competitive edge by offering value-added services. These services include providing
design solutions, application engineering and software development, maintenance and general post-sales services.
For example, industry operator Ultra Electronics Holdings PLC offers sonar and radar manufacturing services, but
also a litany of data processing and integration services for these systems to garner long-term contracts from its
clients. Furthermore, the ability to compete for customers in the export market, particularly customers from the
United States, is an essential part of industry operations. Ultimately, due to the industry's reliance on international
trade, operators compete on securing relationships and business contracts with international downstream industries.

Competition is likely to increase as a result of the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. Demand for industry products
is expected to fall amid rising economic uncertainty and slowdowns in manufacturing activity, which will cause
operators to compete more fiercely for the remaining market, especially long-term government contracts.

Barriers to
Entry

Barriers to Entry in this industry are    High and the trend is Steady
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  Hopeful entrants into the Canadian Navigational
Instrument Manufacturing industry experience high
barriers to entry, mainly stemming from the complex
products that they will have to manufacture. Since the
industry is highly competitive, significant investment in
research and development and high fixed capital costs to
produce quality navigational, measuring and control
instruments are required for operation. The industry also
has a high level of technological change, which can
hinder the entry of new operators. Gaining access to the
latest technology is essential to remain competitive,
particularly in the lucrative defence market. Moreover,
finding personnel that is familiar with these technologies,
production techniques and affiliated software is difficult
and expensive, providing another obstacle for new
entrants.

The industry is also heavily regulated, which can deter the
entry of new players. Companies must be able to comply
with government regulation to successfully enter the
industry. Additionally, the cost and time spent ensuring
compliance can prevent entry. Alongside regulation, the
public sector is often a sizable source of revenue for most
operators, making governmental contacts and networks of
tantamount importance when endeavouring to win
lucrative contracts, further pressuring new participants
without the requisite network.

Moreover, the industry is dominated by global players that
consistently win the largest contracts and are well-
established in the industry, in addition to similar ones.
Their entrenchment as dominant forces in the global
marketplace can restrict new entrants from gaining
substantial market share since they will likely take the
most lucrative contracts through established networks.
These companies often have strong brand recognition, a
good reputation and well-developed relationships with
distributors and the export market, particularly in the
United States. Existing player dominance within certain
markets is one crucial factor affecting industry entrance
and concentration varies by product segment. New
entrants may have to invest significant funds on marketing
activities to establish the same industry links and gain
market presence to compete. Established operators also
have the benefit of producing at reduced unit costs
through economies of scale. With more extensive
resources, they can invest in their own growth through
research and development and negotiate favourable
supply contracts, while also acquiring smaller companies,
diminishing competition.

Still, while industry participation is filled with obstacles,
contract manufacturing capabilities remain a simple
avenue for industry entrance. Contract manufacturers do
not need to undertake research and development
initiatives and they rely on a larger manufacturer's
business to generate revenue, thereby diminishing
existing barriers to entry. Still, these contract producers
are primarily concerned with the production of
components rather than the assembly of final products
because that is where the most value is added, reserving
a higher profit margin for established original equipment
manufacturers.

Barriers to Entry Checklist

Competition High  

Concentration Low  

Life Cycle Stage Mature  

Technology Change High  

Regulation & Policy Heavy  

Industry Assistance Medium  

Industry
Globalization

Globalization in this industry is    High and the trend is Steady

  The Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry in Canada is characterized by a high level of globalization,
exemplified by its reliance on international trade. Exports account for a projected 26.7% of industry revenue in 2022.
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Meanwhile, imports are expected to satisfy 33.1% of domestic demand in 2022. Trade with the United States dominates
this industry, augmented by favourable trade regulation under the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement. However,
with the recent implementation of the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement with the European Union in late
2017, these dynamics may change in the future. Furthermore, the notable players are primarily foreign operators, which
encourages international trade and is also a chief signifier of a global industry.

The industry's reliance on the export segment secures steady demand for industry products when domestic demand
falters. However, this also means that industry operators are heavily affected by fluctuations in the relative prices of
Canadian products. Thus, when the Canadian dollar depreciates, industry manufacturers typically experience an uptick in
demand, as domestically produced navigation instruments become more competitively priced on the global market. The
Canadian dollar appreciated in 2021 due to economic recovery following the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, which
contributed to slowing export growth that same year.

This high level of globalization has the potential to cause further revenue declines as a result of the coronavirus
pandemic. As it is reliant on exports for revenue and economic health in other countries, the industry may experience
further decreased demand as a result of trade difficulties and economic uncertainty due to the pandemic.
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Major Companies

Major Players Raytheon Technologies Corporation

Market Share: 8.5%

  Raytheon Technologies Corporation (Raytheon Technologies) is the result of an April 2020 merger between the
Raytheon Company (Raytheon) and United Technologies Corporation (UTC). Announced in June 2019, the
proposed merger underwent intense regulatory scrutiny and UTC divested several businesses, including its military
GPS business, its optical systems business and subsidiaries Otis Worldwide Corporation and Carrier Global
Corporation. Raytheon divested its military airborne radios business. The company now operates in four segments,
which include Collins Aerospace, Pratt & Whitney, Raytheon Intelligence & Space and Raytheon Missiles &
Defense. Raytheon Technologies is headquartered in Waltham, MA, at the same location as Raytheon's principal
offices prior to the merger. Raytheon was founded in 1922, generating $38.7 billion in revenue and employing an
estimated 70,000 people in 2019 (latest data available). Meanwhile, UTC was established in 1934. The company
had $102.3 billion in sales across all its segments in 2019 and employed 243,200 workers in 2019 (latest data
available). Raytheon Technologies generated $75.8 billion in total revenue in 2020, which was its first year of
operation.

Prior to the merger, UTC entered the industry in late 2018 with its acquisition of Rockwell Collins, an avionics and
information technology company based in Cedar Rapids, IA, that primarily markets its products to governmental
agencies and aircraft manufacturers. This crucial acquisition bolstered UTC's aerospace capabilities while marking
the company's foray into the domestic industry. As for Raytheon, its Integrated Defense Systems was the only
industry-relevant of its five segments prior to the merger.

Financial performance

Raytheon Technologies' industry-relevant revenue is forecast to grow an annualized 11.4% to $205.9 million over
the five years to 2022. The company benefited from strong growth prior to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) as a result of
UTC's acquisition of Rockwell Collins, while synergies from the merger staved off revenue declines amid the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic has provided a base for strong expansion in the rebounding economic climate
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afterward. Likewise, the company's industry-relevant operating profit, measured as earnings before interest and
taxes, is expected to grow an annualized 2.7% to $13.8 million over the five years to 2022. However, Raytheon
Technologies' market share, which is 8.5% in 2022, is limited because the company is based and does nearly all of
its manufacturing in the United States, with a small amount of its manufacturing capacity in domestic locations.

 
Raytheon Technologies Corporation (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2017 120.1 N/C 12.1 N/C
2018 134.3 11.8 11.1 -8.3
2019 163.4 21.7 17.7 59.5
2020 167.2 2.3 -5.6 N/C
2021 184.1 10.1 14.1 N/C
2022 205.9 11.8 13.8 -2.1

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates (Figures are converted from USD to CAD)

Other Companies The Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry in Canada is highly fragmented, composed of numerous niche
manufacturers of components and completed industry goods. Ultimately, multinational operators dominate the
industry, but have a negligible domestic presence since their primary clientele is based in the United States,
particularly the US Department of Defense (DoD). Thus, their Canadian operations are often supplementary,
research-based or otherwise focused on components production. For example, while the Thales Group (Thales) is a
dominant player worldwide, the company's Canadian operations in Quebec and Ontario are focused on research
and development rather than manufacturing, thereby omitting the company from this report. Still, Thales domestic
presence has an influence on the trajectory of the industry and its supply of experienced researchers for industry
production. Essentially, global competitors in this sector primarily derive their revenue from defence operations,
making Canada's comparably small defence budget relative to the United States a less appealing destination for
industry operations, particularly since the DoD typically gives contracts to suppliers within the country whenever
possible.

L3Harris Technologies Inc.

  Market Share: 3.1%
  L3Harris Technologies Inc. (L3Harris) supplies command and control, communications, intelligence, surveillance

and reconnaissance systems and products, avionics, marine products, training devices, navigational instruments
and related services primarily to the aerospace and marine markets. Headquartered in Miami, the company was
formed through the merger of Harris Corporation and L3 Technologies Inc. (L3), the industry-relevant company, in
2019. Its primary customers are the US government, in particular, the Department of Defense, Department of
Homeland Security, intelligence agencies and NASA.

L3 operated in this industry through its intelligence, surveillance, reconnaissance solutions (ISRS) and electronic
systems segments. The ISRS segment was previously broken down based on products, reported under the
aerospace systems and sensor systems business segments. However, both these segments are only partially
industry relevant. Even so, its presence in the industry is marked by its two manufacturing facilities in Ontario. This
part of the business is now part of the space and airborne systems segment. IBISWorld expects L3Harris to
generate $74.5 million in industry-relevant revenue in 2022, though this remains below IBISWorld's pre-COVID-19
(coronavirus) estimation for the company. The company accounts for 3.1% of the market in 2022.

Ultra Electronics Holdings PLC

  Market Share: 2.1%
  UK-based Ultra Electronics Holdings PLC (Ultra Electronics) was founded in 1920 as a headphone manufacturer,

gradually making its way toward sonar and radar capabilities by the 1970s. Ultra Electronics is a holding company
with several Canadian subsidiaries including Ultra Electronics Canada Inc., Ultra Electronics Forensic Technology
Inc., Ultra Electronics Maritime Systems Inc. and Ultra Electronics Tactical Communications Systems (TCS) Inc., all
of which represent avenues through which the company operates in the Navigational Instrument Manufacturing
industry in Canada. In particular, the company's TCS subsidiary is the most powerful contributor to industry revenue
and is primarily geared toward Ultra Electronics' underwater warfare market.

Through these subsidiaries, Ultra Electronics manufactures acoustic system performance systems, sonobuoys,
sonar transducers and acoustic countermeasures, while also offering industry-relevant services such as sonar
information processing and integration with existing systems. Essentially, the company's diversification and its
comprehensive portfolio of product and service offerings make it a viable competitor in the international marine
defence market, cementing its place in the industry while also protecting it from large revenue declines due to the
coronavirus pandemic. IBISWorld anticipates Ultra Electronics to generate $51.6 million in industry-relevant revenue
in 2022, accounting for 2.1% of the market.

TransDigm Group Inc.
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  Market Share: 2.0%
  TransDigm Group Inc. (TransDigm), headquartered in Cleveland, was formed in 1993 and manufactures aerospace

parts for both military and commercial aircraft. The company participates in this industry through its subsidiary,
Esterline Technologies Corporation (Esterline), which was founded in 1906 and is headquartered in Bellevue, WA.
TransDigm, which focuses heavily on acquisitions, purchased Esterline in 2019. Esterline is best known for its
supply contracts with the Boeing Corporation and Airbus SE along with the United States armed forces, securing its
place as a major global aerospace supplier. Esterline operates in this industry through its avionics and control
segment and its presence in Canada is demonstrated by its nearly 1,000 employees and two manufacturing facilities
in Saint Laurent, QC, and Kanata, ON. Moreover, Canada regularly represents less than 10.0% of its sales in any
given year, reinforcing the company's commitment to the domestic economy. IBISWorld expects the company to
generate $47.5 million in industry-relevant revenue in fiscal 2022 (year-end October), as due to the company's fiscal
calendar, the coronavirus pandemic has been spread over fiscal 2020 and 2021, slowing the company's recovery in
terms of its fiscal year. TransDigm accounts for 2.0% of the market in 2022.

Accipiter Radar Technologies Inc.

  Market Share: 0.5%
  Founded in 2006 and located in Fenwick, ON, and Orchard Park, NY, Accipiter Radar Technologies Inc. (Accipiter)

develops, manufactures and sells surveillance radar systems. The company's products are primarily used for
homeland security, bird strike prevention and environmental protection. Its products are used by government,
military and private customers alike in various parts of the world, including North America, the Middle East and
Australia. In October 2016, the company announced that it had been awarded a contract to supply and deliver its 3D
total coverage avian radar system for Turkey's Istanbul Airport. Accipiter was selected for the contract because of its
advanced technology and its ability to exceed the immediate and long-term requirements for the airport. In February
2019, an Accipiter radar detection system for public safety was implemented along the Niagara River, further
cementing the company's dominance in both Canada and the United States. Although the company is private,
IBISWorld estimates that it will generate $12.4 million in industry-relevant revenue in 2022, with the company
recovering strongly from the coronavirus pandemic, partially due to these contracts. Accipiter accounts for 0.5% of
the market in 2022.
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Operating Conditions

Capital
Intensity

The level of capital intensity is    Low

  The Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry in
Canada exhibits a low level of capital intensity. Operators
are expected to invest $0.08 of capital for every $1.00
spent on labour in 2022, a proportion that has decreased
slightly over the five years to 2022. Currently, wages are
expected to account for 27.5% of revenue. The industry's
depreciation expenditure, which is used as a proxy for
capital costs, is expected to account for 2.1% of total
industry revenue. Therefore, relatively high wages offset
low levels of depreciation, producing the low level of capital
intensity that has been endemic to this industry historically.

Although the industry requires a negligible amount of
capital investment, industry employees are required for a
range of activities and thus skew this calculation. Highly
skilled employees are required to research and develop
new products, which causes the average industry wage to
reach more than $100,000 in 2022. The highly
sophisticated machinery and software inherent in industry
operations command high salaries for employees that are
familiar with these systems. The high wages are reserved
for physicists and skilled engineers who develop industry
products. However, per-unit labour cost in Canada remains
high, with this industry commanding high wages, which has
contributed to the eroding competitiveness of industry
manufacturers in the global marketplace and the
subsequent penetration of lower-cost imports. Thus,
operators have consistently sought ways to diminish their
reliance on labour, which may boost capital intensity in
upcoming years.
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Technology &
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruptive
Effect

Description

Very Low Rate of
Innovation

Very
Unlikely

A ranked measure for the number of patents
assigned to an industry. A faster rate of new
patent additions to the industry increases the
likelihood of a disruptive innovation occurring.

Very Low Innovation
Concentration

Very
Unlikely

A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area increases
the likelihood of technological disruption of
incumbent operators.

Very Low Ease of Entry Very
Unlikely

A qualitative measure of barriers to entry.
Fewer barriers to entry increases the
likelihood that new entrants can disrupt
incumbents by putting new technologies to
use.

Medium Rate of Entry Potential Annualized growth in the number of
enterprises in the industry, ranked against all
other industries. A greater intensity of
companies entering an industry increases the
pool of potential disruptors.

Very Low Market
Concentration

Very
Unlikely

A ranked measure of the largest core market
for the industry. Concentrated core markets
present a low-end market or new market entry
point for disruptive technologies to capture
market share.

  The industry is experiencing a low level of both the rate of new patents and the concentration of patents in the industry.
This creates an environment where the threat of new technologies driving disruption is low.

The industry structure is not accommodative to new entrants succeeding, which limits the incentive for new companies.
This is accompanied by an average level of new entrant operators. The combination provides a limited threat from
disruptors.

Major market segments for industry operators are relatively diversified. The spread of market segments suggests that there
are limited entry points other than those already served my incumbent operators.

Operators in the Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry in Canada do
not experience significant technological disruption on the part of competing
industries, as manufacturers in this industry provide extremely technical
services that are not easily replaceable as a result.

Moreover, the services provided by this industry are so singular that any technological advancements that relate to this
industry are more likely to aid industry operators in streamlining their manufacturing processes rather than cause harm to
their existing revenue streams. However, the ability of industry operators to compete for customers in the export market,
especially regarding customers from the United States, represents an integral part of the industry's operations.
Consequently, any technological advances in navigational instrument manufacturing in the United States specifically would
ultimately pose a disadvantage to this industry, rendering the industry susceptible to technological disruption over the five
years to 2027, should these advances occur moving forward.

The level of technology change is    High

  The Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry in Canada is diverse and
extremely competitive, leading to high levels of technological changes.

The industry is characterized by high levels of product innovation and development which catalyzes the continued
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introduction of new products for an evolving transportation landscape. Additionally, industry operators compete for new
market segments, including attractive export markets in the United States and other developed nations, particularly for
defence contracts which can be extremely lucrative. Importantly, industry products for defence purposes need to be
vanguards of technological advances so that the purchasing navy or air force can remain at a competitive advantage
relative to other nations. Therefore, innovation and product development are the most important sources of growth within
the industry. Consequently, the industry incurs a high level of research and development expenditure in addition to various
investments in new technology, with the goal of enhancing existing product lines, creating new product segments or
improving efficiency and lowering cost. Manufacturers also achieve this through the acquisition of smaller or niche
operators, thereby expanding their technological expertise, intellectual property portfolio and market position.

Moreover, navigational instrument manufacturers are focusing on machines designed to enable autopilot, drone and other
unmanned vehicles while still relying on their traditional market of manned vessels. These technologies include modern
variations of sonar, radar, guidance systems, levellers, position indicators, speedometers, both for air and marine vessels,
cabin environment indicators, compasses, including gyrocompasses and magnetic compasses, gyroscopes, heads-up-
display systems, situational awareness systems, fish finders, rate-of-climb instruments, wheel position indicators along with
aircraft and ship transmitters. Manufacturers in this industry either directly produce these instruments or make the
components that comprise these highly complex systems.

While many of these products have not changed significantly during the current period, most technological changes are
geared toward making these instruments and systems more precise and accurate while incorporating software to augment
their physical indicators. Ultimately, the increasing importance of air travel, marine transportation and logistics systems
encourages industry operators to consistently adapt and innovate.

Revenue
Volatility

The level of volatility is    High

  Revenue volatility is moderate to high for manufacturers in the Navigational
Instrument Manufacturing industry in Canada.

The industry is mostly shielded from swings in revenue over the long run through its diverse downstream client industries,
which has kept industry revenue between $1.0 and $2.0 billion for decades, though revenue has grown over the past five
years. However, the loss or gain of a single lucrative contract with a foreign or domestic defence agency can cause swings
in revenue over the short run. Additionally, the industry relies largely on the export market, which is expected to account for
26.7% of industry revenue in 2022 but represented 46.9% in 2017, demonstrating the oscillations in foreign demand that
contribute to revenue volatility. Recently, the industry has benefited from a healthy export market, particularly in the United
States, aided by a depreciating Canadian dollar prior to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. Plus, the implementation of
trade agreements including the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement with the European Union in late 2017 will
likely bolster the industry's reliance on trade moving forward, tethering industry performance to broader political and
economic health.

Regulation &
Policy

The level of regulation is    Heavy and the trend is Steady
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Similar to other manufacturing industries, operators in the Navigational
Instrument Manufacturing industry in Canada are subject to regulation
regarding waste disposal, chemical use and hazardous material management.

Regulation regarding employee safety is also significant. More importantly, to protect industry operators' product line,
patents and copyright laws are key elements of the industry's regulation. Ultimately, safeguarding intellectual property is the
most important regulation affecting industry operators. Nonetheless, there are few industry-specific regulations outside of
intellectual property concerns.

On an international scale, industry products are subject to the Canadian Border Service Agency's Section XVI customs
tariff, which includes, among other things, machinery and mechanical appliances. Finally, the industry's significant trade
activity means its products are subject to customs-related mandates and compliance with the Canada Revenue Agency
and Canada Border Service Agency. Heavy trade with the United States subjects the industry to regulation under the
United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement. Plus, the implementation of the Canada-European Union Comprehensive
Economic and Trade Agreement in late 2017 will likely shape international trade trends in the future as European nations
will likely capture some of this market with incentives put in place by the agreement.

Overall, there are at least three types of standards that internationally regulate the industry to reduce conformity
assessment costs, decrease regulatory burden, reduce manufacturing and distribution costs and get innovations to the
market quicker. These standards include safety and environmental standards used for conformity assessment to safety or
environmental requirements, including energy-efficiency standards for minimum efficiency requirements, often prescribed in
government regulations and test procedures, involving standards that prescribe a test method for determining performance
characteristics and the energy efficiency of products. Industry best practices and production standards are set by industry
associations to help smooth the transitions in international trade patterns.

Finally, government and military contracts for the procurement of relevant industry products are subject to regulation at the
provincial and national level. Since the public sector, both domestically and abroad, comprise a substantial portion of the
industry's market, these regulatory bodies are crucial influencers of production and compliance standards. Accordingly, the
clandestine nature of defence operations creates a litany of measures to ensure intellectual property protection.

Industry operators also must ensure that they and their employees abide by COVID-19 (coronavirus)-related rules and
regulations. These include capacity restrictions in company buildings, mask mandates for employees and testing or vaccine
requirements, among other safety measures.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is    Medium and the trend is Steady

The Navigational Instrument Manufacturing industry in Canada receives a
moderate level of assistance.

The Department of National Defence and the Canadian Armed Forces alongside various government departments provide
grants and guidance to the development of navigational instruments used for military purposes, such as those used in
missiles and submarine warfare. The industry also benefits from partnerships with complementary industries and relations
with institutions of higher learning throughout the country. Essentially, since the public sector is one of the industry's primary
markets, it is indirectly subsidized and given preferential treatment through operators' dealings with the government. In the
same vein, any contracts with other governments that may be a client for industry operators, chiefly that of the United
States, is a direct form of assistance.

Furthermore, government assistance for the industry includes tariffs, which vary depending on the product and the material
used to make the product. However, Canada has more than a dozen trade agreements in effect which limit the effect of
tariffs for these nations. For example, the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement has been a strong influencer of
international trade, with the United States consistently accounting for more than half total exports and imports for the
industry. Plus, most favoured nation status eliminates some trade protections for these important countries, including
China, which currently does not benefit from a trade agreement with Canada.

Outside of government, industry operators can seek assistance from trade organizations. While operators do not benefit
from any trade associations that deal specifically with industry operations, there are ancillary organizations including the
International Coordinating Council of Aerospace Industries Associations, the International Air Transport Association and the
Aerospace Industries Association which indirectly represent the interests of navigational instrument manufacturers while
providing opportunities for networking.

Additionally, the federal government has adopted several policies to help businesses nationwide in the wake of the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, including the deferment of income taxes owed between March 18, 2020 and August 31,
2020. The Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy will also support up to 75.0% of an employee's wages, up to $847.00 weekly,
for employers that experienced a decrease in gross revenue of at least 15.0% in March and 30.0% in both April and May.
That program will be in place until at least March 13, 2022.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Government
spending on
defence ($b)

2013 1,575 574 161 155 3,729 558 1,447 400 2,463 17.2
2014 1,604 627 161 155 4,137 568 1,384 444 2,421 16.3
2015 1,625 654 157 151 3,821 868 1,714 422 2,471 16.4
2016 1,922 730 154 148 4,305 989 1,658 461 2,591 16.1
2017 1,946 733 151 145 4,528 912 1,470 487 2,504 18.9
2018 2,111 782 152 146 5,171 998 1,419 568 2,532 18.7
2019 2,390 951 152 146 6,043 920 1,443 648 2,913 19.8
2020 2,219 810 146 140 5,800 738 994 618 2,476 20.9
2021 2,373 910 142 136 6,089 633 865 651 2,606 19.6
2022 2,413 919 141 136 6,218 645 876 664 2,644 20.8
2023 2,426 930 141 135 6,323 650 876 674 2,652 21.8
2024 2,438 937 140 134 6,409 655 877 682 2,661 22.7
2025 2,453 945 139 133 6,495 660 880 690 2,672 23.6
2026 2,464 952 138 132 6,551 664 880 695 2,680 24.1
2027 2,474 955 137 131 6,573 668 880 698 2,686 24.5

Annual Change

Year
Revenue

(%)
IVA
(%)

Establishments
(%)

Enterprises
(%)

Employment
(%)

Exports
(%)

Imports
(%)

Wages
(%)

Domestic
Demand

(%)

Government
spending on
defence (%)

2013 -8.75 -11.0 5.22 5.44 -15.9 -7.57 -2.19 -15.7 -5.29 -11.0
2014 1.84 9.18 0.00 0.00 10.9 1.66 -4.31 11.1 -1.73 -5.43
2015 1.31 4.37 -2.49 -2.59 -7.64 52.9 23.8 -4.94 2.09 0.89
2016 18.3 11.7 -1.92 -1.99 12.7 13.9 -3.30 9.14 4.86 -1.82
2017 1.23 0.30 -1.95 -2.03 5.18 -7.75 -11.4 5.75 -3.39 17.5
2018 8.47 6.75 0.66 0.68 14.2 9.41 -3.48 16.6 1.11 -1.00
2019 13.2 21.7 0.00 0.00 16.9 -7.80 1.73 14.0 15.1 5.71
2020 -7.13 -14.9 -3.95 -4.11 -4.03 -19.8 -31.1 -4.65 -15.0 5.51
2021 6.92 12.4 -2.74 -2.86 4.98 -14.3 -13.0 5.37 5.26 -6.24
2022 1.66 1.02 -0.71 0.00 2.11 1.91 1.20 2.02 1.45 6.03
2023 0.54 1.14 0.00 -0.74 1.68 0.82 0.05 1.46 0.32 4.82
2024 0.49 0.75 -0.71 -0.75 1.36 0.69 0.12 1.18 0.32 4.26
2025 0.60 0.89 -0.72 -0.75 1.34 0.80 0.23 1.18 0.44 4.16
2026 0.46 0.70 -0.72 -0.76 0.86 0.66 0.07 0.78 0.29 1.79
2027 0.38 0.33 -0.73 -0.76 0.33 0.57 0.01 0.35 0.22 1.77

Key Ratios

Year
IVA/Revenue

(%)

Imports/
Demand

(%)

Exports/
Revenue

(%)

Revenue per
Employee

($'000)

Wages/
Revenue

(%)

Employees per
estab.
(Units) Average Wage  ($)

2013 36.4 58.7 35.5 422 25.4 23.2 107,214
2014 39.1 57.2 35.4 388 27.7 25.7 107,348
2015 40.2 69.4 53.4 425 26.0 24.3 110,495
2016 38.0 64.0 51.4 447 24.0 28.0 107,038
2017 37.6 58.7 46.9 430 25.0 30.0 107,619
2018 37.0 56.0 47.3 408 26.9 34.0 109,901
2019 39.8 49.6 38.5 395 27.1 39.8 107,198
2020 36.5 40.2 33.2 383 27.8 39.7 106,500
2021 38.4 33.2 26.7 390 27.4 42.9 106,898
2022 38.1 33.1 26.7 388 27.5 44.1 106,803
2023 38.3 33.0 26.8 384 27.8 44.8 106,563
2024 38.4 33.0 26.8 380 28.0 45.8 106,382
2025 38.5 32.9 26.9 378 28.1 46.7 106,220
2026 38.6 32.8 27.0 376 28.2 47.5 106,136
2027 38.6 32.8 27.0 376 28.2 48.0 106,162

Figures are inflation adjusted to 2022
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

The Department of National Defence and the Canadian Armed Forces
http://www.forces.gc.ca

Canadian Manufacturers & Exporters
http://www.cme-mec.ca

Statistics Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca

Industry Jargon AVIONICS
Electronics used on aircraft, artificial satellites and spacecraft.

MICROFLUIDICS
The design and manufacture of very small devices that deal with volumes of fluid on the order of nanolitres or
picolitres.

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT (R&D)
Creative work undertaken by a company to increase the stock of knowledge, which can then be applied to
developing a new product or improving an existing one.

Glossary BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low barriers mean it is easy for
new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with that spent on labour.
IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital intensity. High capital intensity is more than
$0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is $0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of
capital for every $1 of labour.

CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation using the current year (i.e.
year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving
only the "real" growth or decline in industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using
Statistics Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of origin. It is derived by adding
imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors, partners, managers
and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise consists of one or more
establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single physical location where
business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. Multiple establishments under
common control make up an enterprise.

EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers abroad.

IMPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in Canada.

INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is considered high if the top
players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less
than 40%.
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INDUSTRY REVENUE
The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies on production; all other
operating income from outside the firm (such as commission income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing
and hiring income); and capital work done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale
of fixed tangible assets are excluded.

INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods and services used in
production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP, or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to domestic demand. For
exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand:
low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%; and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an industry's life cycle by
considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP; the growth rate of the number of establishments;
the amount of change the industry's products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of
customer acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are mostly set up by self-
employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s profitability. It is calculated as
revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB
Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL
Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of the past five years.
Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to ±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%;
and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.
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